ONE IS ONE AND ALL ALONE
style of stumping you at the outset) I am asked to define them, the
people on the side of the angels, I will maintain that it is as simple
as the cat-sat-on-the-mat. We can all of us instinctively recognize
them as the people who mean good towards us ; "well-meaning"
is a word that has degenerated in use, but the Italians still say
"ti vuol* bene", At least fifty per cent, of us are Socratic, so
I will briefly define decency as integrity in alliance with potency,
both qualities essential to build up a sturdy spiritual denomin-
ator. Potency alone can be dishonest; integrity alone is often
ineffective.
I should want bureaucratic and impersonal control, however
efficient, de-centralized and replaced by an imaginative con-
sideration of the individual man and woman, and appreciative of
gobd behaviour and endurance under individual circumstances.
I do not want to be governed by the ruthlesfs people, nor by the
ancient-grudge chip-on-the-shotdder people ; nor certainly by '
the people who say and believe: "We can't make exceptions.,*5
The dictum "we can't make exceptions" drives me into the same
sort of rage as Blake and Ralph Hodgson at the thought of a caged
bird, a bland pit-pony. Inflexibility is an attribute of the mentally
defective, and should be recognized instead of exalted. Why can
"we** not make exceptions ? But I know the answer : it is rooted,
in a surly suspicion that exception is the same thing as privilege.
It is not the same thing ; every man can healthily consider himself
to be an exceptional entity, a one-is-one, but privilege is a wholly
different and much more reprehensible matter; to confuse the
two provides an excuse for intolerance and petty tyranny ; provides
also such deadly forms of collective address as Everyman, the
Man in the Street, the Common Man; usually going winsome
for any summing up of the female herd : Mrs. Housewife, Granny-
I-mean-you-too, Little Miss-Unmarried-Mother. "Individual'*
may sound like a fine cover for personal selfishness, personal
benefit or personal power; I have no wish in politics to lead,
to benefit or to exert power; but I am certain, now that I
come face to face with the problem of my own opinions, that I
desire to fight so as to enable the individually decent man and
woman, in their maturity, to collect into a group or party for
post-war reconstruction. And if I am told that this is an indolent
dreamer's Utopia, and old-fashioned into the bargain, I will main-
tain fiercely that it is a sane, hopeful, lucid, down-to-earth idea ;
written in invisible ink wherever we choose to read ; and needing

